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AgMetGapsCSRDAgroClimasConvenio

Waxing historical… Solo por un momentico.
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Presentation Notes
Convenio – 2013 – with MADRAgroClimas – 2014 – present – with CCAFS, building on MADRCSRD – 2015 to present, with USAID – multiple sector overview, but with lighthouse examples.AgMetGaps – more about this in a minute.



Working in Ethiopia, 
Bangladesh and Colombia

Specific focus on public-private 
partnerships and integration with 
national stakeholders.
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Several priorities emerged and of those, several agroclimatic services were identified as lighthouse projects, or beacons that shine the way toward potential routes for successful implementation. 



The typical entry point for thinking about
(ag) climate services.
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Prager et al. (2017)
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But, spoiler is that it’s really not that simple…



https://pronosticos.aclimatecolombia.org/Clima?municipio=Yopal

https://pronosticos.aclimatecolombia.org/Clima?municipio=Yopal




But, why did this work?
Credits: http://tnw.to/c4a8p
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We just sort of happened to have all of the ingredients – a place where CS could work, clear opportunities to improve yield (found by big data analysis), good stakeholder buy in, and key partners in place.



You can have any color you want, 

so long as it’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approach we’ve taken to climate services (deliberately or not) has been at least somewhat akin to the production line of Henry Ford. By limiting the number “variables” (e.g., colors, customization, etc.) innovation was promoted around the production line and the delivery of cars (and climate services) became a lot more efficient. We developed a “platform product” – this does have many advantages and does create a great framework for innovation.But what happened to the Model T?  More importantly, what will happen if we stick to innovation around the production line in climate services?
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If we stick to the same, we’re going to start missing the bulls eye more and more. Alfred Sloan and GM market segment strategy of "a car for every purse and purpose" !!! We need to better understand what is needed where and, more important, have a systematic approach for doing so...



Enter: AgMetGaps
A context specific, systematic and rigorous approach investment in climate services 
in a way that is demand driven and maximizes the potential for success.
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What makes this work? A set of basic conditions: Yield gaps, climate variability associated with lower yields, potential for decent forecast skill. But that is just the entry point. We need to also think about how we understand the local context, the existing institutions, potential for take up, etc.



First, some basic AgMetGaps tenets...

Iterative 
as 
needed

Science-led Rigorous and efficient. 
Assisted by the TAC

Sustainable Institutional and next-user 
buy-in, co-investment

Context specific Geographical priorities, 
local infrastructures 

Highly “co-” designed, created, 
implemented, etc.
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Highlight the role of the TAC and need for scientific rigor. More evidence based approach.Bang for buck idea – need to find places where we have maximum potential for ROI.Link to drought tolerant maize example – some times other interventions may lower need, but in other cases may enhance impact elsewhere. Where in the world is what is best... Geography extremely important. 



Hotspot Analysis

Opportunity Identification and 
Country Contextualization

Actor/Information Mapping

Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment

Priority Identification and Buy-in

The AgMetGaps Process Flow More EndogenousMore Exogenous
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Idea that entire process is collaborative. The hotspot analysis is by far the most exogenous, but even so, with refinement, can take local knowledge (e.g., regarding cropping calendars) in to account.



Cabuk, Saye et al.,. (2016). Sustainability and Innovation for the Future EVALUATING GEODESIGN 
WITH ECOPHYSIOGRAPHY. 

Carl Steinitz’ GeoDesign Framework
GeoDesign ideas and the 
many frameworks for 
adaptive co-management 
offer a jump-off point for a 
scientifically grounded 
approach to thinking about 
engagement in dialog 
around the 
implementation of climate 
services.
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Speaking of science led... One of our realizations along the way is that is that we needed an approach that was sufficiently agile so as to accommodate many different scenarios and potential climate information services “landscapes”. As a geographer, this got me thinking about similar approaches for design decisions related to actual landscapes and let me to the geodesign framework. In chatting through this Lorna, one of the project contributors, we actually saw links to adaptative management approaches as well. 



Hotspot Analysis

CIS Hotspots: A (very) quick primer...

Combination 
Method

Y = f(Temp)

Y = f(Precip)

Y = f(Precip & Temp)

Model skill

Map of 
Hotspots
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The idea is to see if we can identify areas where climate variation seems to be associated with yield and there is potential to better predict that variation at a seasonal time scale.�Assumptions – crop specific – missing data – seasonal timescale – planting dates – no socioeconomic factors – purely biophysical



Hotspot Analysis

Hotspots for Spring Wheat



Hotspot Analysis

Hotspots for Rice



Hotspot Analysis

Hotspots for Maize



Hotspot Analysis

Taking a closer look...
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The R2+GROC index. Shades show pixels in which:The R2 of a linear regression model (using precipitation (P), or temperature (T) or P+T as predictors to maize yield gap) explains at least 25% of yield gap variability (R2=>0.25) over the period 1981-2011 AND;GROC for the variable used in the regression model (either P, T or P+T) is equal or greater than 0.5. (GROC here is IRI’s General Circulation Models seasonal forecast skill. Values below 0.5 are considered no better than climatology and maximum value –perfect forecast- would be 1).These 2 metrics are combined in an additive index. For example, in a pixel where the best regression model uses P as predictor and R2 is 0.25 AND precipitation GROC is 0.5, the index for that pixel is 0.75, which is the minimum value for this metric. Mathematically, the maximum value possible would be 2 (R2=1 and GROC=1)For the case where the best regression model uses P+T, the R2=>0.25 is added to the average of GROC for P and T and BOTH need to be => 0.5. Thus, the higher the index the greater is R2 and/or GROC.The 3 colorbarsThe index calculation above is done for the 3 cycles of growth separately: Planting, Flowering and Harvest. The final map in slide 1 shows the average index combining the 3 stages. If in a pixel the conditions above are met only during planting season that is the value showing in the average map. If condition are met during planting and flowering seasons, both are averaged and so on. The colorbar gives one extra piece of information. It shows how many growing seasons the conditions of R2=> 0.25 and GROC=> 0.5 are met. Shades of green show the values (R2+GROC) for pixels in which the index is ”satisfactory” in one single season, shades of purple in 2 seasons and shades of orange in all seasons.



Hotspot Analysis

West Africa Maize Hotspots (by phase)

East Africa Maize Hotspots (by phase)
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Key point is that we can begin mapping areas with potential ROI quickly, and relate this information to other ongoing projects. For country level analysis, we should include more focused data. We can start thinking about bundles (and even cases where one intervention might negate the need – e.g., maize variety to address key climate factor). 



Actor/Information Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red de Cordoba x Categoría y Tipo de información – key to focus on institutions. Think about how these structures result and/or improve redunancy of information flow. Resillience and current research!



Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment

Guiding Principles

Salience, Access, 
Legitimacy, 
Equity, 
Integration.
Tall et al. (2013)

Key Areas

Existing use and 
demand for 
climate 
information, 
national capacity, 
indicators (M&E).

Enablers

High capacity, 
developed user 
base, policy, 
plans & projects, 
bundling with 
other services.

Challenges

Single sector 
involvement, 
competition over 
cooperation, 
capacity issues, 
technology 
environment.

SCIPS*

* SCIPS == Sustainable Climate Information Products and Services
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Note on indicators – should be related to both the quality and use of information, but also coordination and national capacities. 



22

Reflecting on 
next users 
and decision 
making...

The decision 
matrix.

Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment



Climate Driver

Time scale
Forecast

Sowing Sowing date
Sowing density Planting regime

Crop area
Crop choice
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Crop rotation

Land use and 
preparation

Cropping system

Crop Inputs

Fertilizer and 
manure

Herbicides and 
insecticides

Practices

Weeding
Marketing 
strategies

Conservation 
agriculture

Tillage
Water 

conservation 
techniques

Harvest date
Labour

Temperature
Precipitation
Soil Moisture
Soil Temperature Daily

Dekadal
Seasonal

Hotter
Colder
Dryer
Wetter

Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment

Presented in database form based on review of approximately 30 articles featuring climate-related decisions.



When to plant, when to harvest, 
potential yields… 

What variety to plant, when to plant. 
Climate conditions by plant vegetative 
phase supporting specific management 

decisions… 

Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment
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But also by who and why. PLUS, we need to know how well the institutional landscape is functioning...



El IDEAM para nosotros los campesinos, hasta hace poco, era una 
institución del gobierno que no llegaba a nuestro territorio, 
pensábamos que solo era para decir si iba a llover o hacer sol, pero en 
este proceso del TeSAC, nos dimos cuenta que es el principal aliado 
de los productores y productoras campesinas, sin la información y 
los estudios que han hecho por muchos años, el impacto del clima en 
nuestros predios seria mayor. Con los pronósticos e información 
local que nos está brindando el IDEAM y el proceso de adaptación 
que estamos adelantando con ECOHABITATS-CCAFS y CIAT, podemos 
decir que el IDEAM es nuestro principal aliado a la hora de tomar 
decisiones para Manejar el Clima desde nuestras veredas. 

(Señora Waldina Bermúdez, productora del TeSAC de la vereda Santa 
Rosa en Popayán)

[BlogPost] https://goo.gl/sRjDba
Climate Services Landscape 

Assessment

Understanding relationships, capacities and 
institutional context is critical!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to work with local actors, institutions, and key stakeholders to honestly assess the readiness for different types of climate and information services. This includes understanding capacities, opportunities, potential challenge areas, etc. Legacy is important, but so is recognition of the potential for change. 

https://goo.gl/sRjDba


Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment

Why not just focus on demand? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why not just demand focused? Why isn’t this more endogenous? Because co-production is complicated.



Climate Services Landscape 
Assessment

Presenter
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The iPad analogy – we didn’t know we “needed” it until it became a thing. The combination of endogenous and exogenous is potentially very help. Next users may not always know what is possible or feasible. 



Principles

Building 
Capacity

Access to and 
use of 
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Across 
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Operational 
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Linking to the WMO GFCS
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Mention KM component..



Recognizing the importance of the TAC
• The Technical Advisory Committee is a group of external 

partners that have been recruited to help guide the 
effort and ensure best practices throughout. The TAC 
includes:

• Arame Tall – World Bank
• Ashutosh Limaye – NASA
• Govindarajalu Srinivasan – RIMES
• Robert Stefanski – WMO
• Seydou Traore, Abdou Ali – AGRHYMET
• Walter Baethgen – IRI
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